Create Low Fog
With Our Advanced
LSX Fog Converter

The LSX is an advancement in low fog technology,
using proven high performance refrigeration components
to create a powerful cooling unit. The LSX is designed
to chill fog between 5 to 25 degrees Fahrenheit (-15 to
-4 degrees Celsius) without the use of liquid C02. It creates
light, wispy low-lying fog effects efficiently and effectively.
The overall smaller size, integrated carry handles and heavy duty caster
wheels make handling and setup easy. When paired with Ultratec’s Premier
Fog Generator, the LSX uses continuous output to push low-lying fog via
a built-in adjustable fan, transforming your stage or set in moments.

ultratecfx.com
SETTING THE STANDARD IN
SPECIAL EFFECTS FOR OVER 25 YEARS

The LSX creates low fog effects for live
theatre and concert events, setting
the stage for exciting
entrances and
dramatic moments.
It is particularly ideal
when liquid CO2 is
not readily available
for creating low fog.

Adjustable fan speed control

Integrated carry handles

Temp gauge to
monitor temperature

Rugged design/powder coated
stainless steel chassis

Fog Machine Tray

8” Hose Adapter
with Continuous Output

Heavy-Duty Casters

MODELS

SPECIFICATIONS

CLF-2930

LSX MKII Low Smoke Converter 110v

Length:

30 in / 76.2 cm

CLF-2915

LSX MKII Low Smoke Converter 220v

Width:

26 in / 66.04 cm

Height:

28 in / 71 cm

ACCESSORIES

Net Weight:

150 lbs / 68 kgs

CLF-2936

Power Cord:

6 ft - 1.8 m interconnect cord

Rating:

12 amps @ 110 volts @ 60 hz

Regulatory
Compliance:

This product has been certified to CSA/UL
Standards by QPS Canada Inc.

LSX 8” Uninsulated Hose - 25’

Specifications: Note specifications are based on the LSX Only

WARRANTY
The LSX has a five-year warranty against manufacturer’s defect provided
Ultratec fluids are used.

Visit www.ultratecfx.com for a complete set of specifications
on all models.
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